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Winter: Season of Vata and Kapha

The Inward Season
from

EmySol
Are you ready to let yourself be more childlike this winter? You will be surprised if I tell you that I love winter, a bit long for me, but
nevertheless I love it. I feel the magic of the hushed days of snow, where everything is white with a sense of stillness. I feel the invitation to go
within, diving inwardly deep into dangerous places, digging deep and deeper into the wounds of the past, acknowledging the teachings, and
then imagining making a snowball of all those hurts and experiences and watching them melt away, experiencing freedom and a feeling of
inner peace.
I have for many years done an inventory of the year that has completed its cycle, and make the effort to consciously bring up all the accomplishments, as well as
all the things that I am not too proud of. And it is amazing how many actions, behaviors, feelings, spoken words and unspoken words were totally unnecessary.
They were like big blocks that only stopped me in growing and expanding myself. Being loving, and forgiving myself usually helps in clearing the path and
setting my intention for the next year.
Here is where my so beloved yoga practice comes into being, the reminder that we are all one and connected - union with our divine self and our creator. Let me
release the old, forgive, accept and allow the freedom to be one with All. Pure, no holdings, no doubts, no fears - only gratitude, love and joyous act of
compassion and humility with no boundaries.
In my yoga class I teach a pose where we do a backbend. We open our arms and hold the whole world with love and deep compassion, looking only with our
heart’s eyes. This asana frees so many things we are holding onto and fuels us with so much love. So try to do your inventory, maybe invite your partner, family
and friends, to release the old and allow the sweet nectar of the new to be your new companion in this new era.

By now you may be ready to let the child-within out, and invite yourself to join your neighbor’s children playing in the snow, sledding or making my favorite - a
snowman. I love making snowmen! I love them so much that I am sure to have my snowman village ready by Christmas day. It is such a delight to get them out
the boxes, and I have fun arranging them over and over while sipping hot chocolate with Bavarian donuts. (OOPS! Nothing Ayurvedic on that one.)
Winter is a season where so many things are celebrated - I just celebrate our wonderful world and all in it. We must not forget that our beloved science of
Ayurveda reminds us that winter brings some imbalances in our body, creating a disequilibrium of our Vata dosha and Kapha sanchay. By being conscientious
of it, we may bring that into balance. Maybe we can adjust our diet and add more grain, milk, cheese, cane sugar, figs carrots, tomatoes, dates, and, why not go
nuts- it is a nuts seasons right?
Take this time to enjoy a massage with til oil and maybe up your yoga time a bit. These practices will help you with your digestive activity and help you cope with
whatever your body needs. One reason why I so much honor and respect Ayurveda is because it is so personal - it addresses individuals’ issues without
generalizing. Without prescribing heavy drugs, which most of the time are not needed, and very well may not pertain to the case at that moment. Oh well, this
might just call for sharing some wine made from molasses, great to up balance Vata.

So cheers to all of you, my beloved friends. May your path be filled joy, transformation, peace and love, and may all your
visions and dreams come into being this year. Have a Joyous 2013!
—EmySol

A Tale of Two Winters
from Varadaan
So here we are. February in Colorado. And it is still Winter. Seasons in Ayurveda is an interesting topic especially when we consider how in this Western Branch, we all
learned to consider the Doshic effects for Four Seasons, and yet, in India, classically, there are Six Seasons, including monsoon, etc. I bring this up to propose this idea: At
least in our region, Winter has two different aspects, two different sub-seasons. This newsletter is reaching you somewhere near the ‘mini-sandhi’ of these two subseasons, if you will, and this concept has implications for Ayurvedic treatment and management of doshic balance.
Many Ayurvedic Students probably wonder how it is that Winter is sometimes assigned Vata Dosha, sometimes Kapha, or sometimes both. Let’s think about this for a
moment, especially with respect to the Gunas, or qualities, of these two doshas, as we experience them in Winter. And before we do that, let me plant a suggestion: that
perhaps there is an earlier Winter which is largely colder and drier, which is proximal to fall, the season of Vata, and which is actually more Vata-genic in quality. And the
later Winter, being more wet, and not as cold, and also closer to the Kapha season of Spring, is more Kapha-genic in Quality. Thus we are still accumulating Vata in early
Winter, and should be working to clear Vata imbalance in this time, and as we round into later winter, for various reasons including the direct gunas of season, we are
already beginning to accumulate Kapha, and should take appropriate measures, Ayurvedically.

Vata Gunas
Cold (Shita)
Dry
Clear, Spacious
Rough

Kapha Gunas
Cool (Hima)
Wet
Sticky, Cloudy
Smooth

Varadaan is the principal practitioner and teacher with Boulder Ayurveda Inc,and is the creator of the Solstice Center and Vibrant Lotus Products.
©2013 Varadaan, Boulder Ayurveda, Inc. and COLORAMA. All rights reserved.

Tridoshic 'Yam' Kitcheri


1 cup split hulled mung beans 1 cup basmati rice



3 Tbsp ghee



1 and half inches minced fresh ginger 2 Tbsp shredded coconut



1 tsp turmeric



1 handful cilantro leaves 8 green cardamom pods 8 whole cloves



11 black peppercorns



3-inch piece cinnamon stick 3 bay leaves Salt to taste



1 large yam, cubed (actually a golden sweet potato)

Recipe Courtesy of
Emysol

Preparation:
Rinse mung beans well with cold water and soak for a few hours.
Rinse rice well and soak while beans are cooking.
Put ginger, coconut, turmeric, cilantro and some water in a blender or food processor and blend.
Use enough water to blend well.
In a large pot, melt ghee over medium heat and sauté cardamom pods (split open first), cloves,
peppercorns, cinnamon stick and bay leaves for a few minutes. Then add the blended spices and
sauté for a few more minutes until lightly cooked.
Next add beans and yams; cook for a couple more minutes. Add enough water to cover the beans
with at least 3 inches of water and bring to a boil. Turn heat down to simmer. Cook for about 45
minutes or until the beans are completely broken down. Then add the rice and cook until the rice is
broken apart. Add more water as needed. Salt to taste and enjoy!

Using your Ayurvedic Constitution to Cultivate Greater Self-awareness and Understanding
By Alakananda Ma
Ever wondered why you tend to run late and often feel rushed?
Ever wished you could be more easygoing, yet know you typically strive for perfection?
Ever puzzled about your slowness?
As you come to understand your Ayurvedic constitution, you will gain a fresh understanding of what makes you tick.
If you are vata, you may have a hard time budgeting either time or money; trying to run around to too many places too quickly, or impulse-buying things
you don’t really need. If you are pitta, you may have noticed that you have high ideals and expect a lot of yourself. If you are kapha, you may find that
although you have plenty of stamina, it can take you a while to get going. When I was in school, I always wished I was one of the big, strong athletic girls
with long thick hair. At the same time, many of those girls probably wished they were me and could excel in study. As we come to understand our
constitution, instead of wishing to be different, we can learn to enjoy who we are—with a touch of humor—and seek out the things that will balance and
support us.
If we are vata, we can take delight in our creativity and sense of fun. At the same time, we can find ways to slow down, relax and create routine and
structure. Recognizing that we tend to be nervous and anxious, we can find simple ways, such as self oil massage, to soothe our system. If we are pitta, we
can appreciate our high ideals and desire for excellence, while making space in our lives for some cooling gentleness with ourselves. Irritability and
frustration may seem to be an inevitable part of our lives, but often all we need is a little self-nurturance, like taking time to sip a cup of brahmi tea. And
if we are kapha we can enjoy our calm, steady and nurturing qualities while remembering to find opportunities for challenge and change. Understanding
that we tend to becomesluggish or stuck, we can make sure to plan some yoga classes, brisk walks and other strategies to get us going.
So many of our problems come from wishing to be like someone else! With the added self-awareness that we get from understanding our Ayurvedic
constitution, rather than trying to be different, we can enjoy being who we are.
Alakananda Ma is a British trained physician who was one of the first Western medical doctors to practice Ayurveda in the US. She is a renowned teacher,
lecturer, writer of insightful articles on Ayurveda and also principal of Alandi Ayurveda Gurukula, a traditional gurukula, in Boulder, Colorado. For more

information on Alakananda Ma and Alandi Ayurveda Gurukula, please visit: www.alandiashram.org
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